
Assignment Sheet for Week  14

Day 1
Math– 
___(5) Reducing Fractions Time Test. Grade ad Celebrate.

___(85) Complete Problem Set 110. Grade, and Correct.

English

Grammar

___ (5) Sing Jingles 17, 21, 22 and 23. 

___(20) Classroom Practice 62 A and B. Parents please grade, mark the number missed at the top and have 
students correct items missed. If your child is having a difficult time with a concept, please let me know.

Writing

___ (15) Write paragraph5– Consequences. . Make sure you have a good opening sentence, supporting 
sentences and a conclusion. 

Literature – Using our new Poetry Folder

___(25) Today you will read “The Swing” aloud 3 times. Work on reading fluently with expression. Then complete the 
drawing task. Make sure you follow the directions and color nicely. 

Spelling

___(20) First two pages of List 22.

Handwriting

___(5) Complete page

Latin

___(5) Work on Latin activity.

Science
___(5) Sing the layers of the earth song.

___(30) Read about the layers of the earth and answer questions.

___(25) Fill out phenology wheel and Science Observation

History
___(5) Sing History Song and Geography Song

___(30) Answer the questions about Martin Luther. Make sure sentences are complete. Be careful with 
pronouns. You will only have one day.

Geography

____(10) Germany activity.
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Put the next two pages in your science notebook after you have read 
them.



Answer in complete sentences written in cursive!



Assignment Sheet for Week  14

Day 2
Math
___(5) Reducing Fractions Time Test– Grade the test then make a goal for 5 minutes. Celebrate the 
improvements! 

___(85) Problem Set 112– Complete, Grade and Correct.– Please make sure that the complete 
heading is used

English
Grammar

___ (5) Sing Jingles 24, and Reference 174

___ (20) Classroom Practice 64

Composition
___ (20) Research Skills– Taking Notes– The rest of this week will be filled taking notes on pages 2-8 of the 
research packet.
Literature

___(20) Continue planning your trip to New York.
Spelling, Latin
____(20) No Spelling or Latin
Handwriting
___(5) Worksheet

Science
___(5) Sing your layers of the earth song.

___(35) Read about the rock cycle and complete the questions.

___(20) Complete nature journal.

___(5) Complete Phenology Wheel

History
___(5) Sing History and Geography Songs.

___(5) Explain to your parents Martin Luther’s part in the reformation using the pictures in your folder. Why 
is it so important?

___(35) Read about the 95 Theses or the Five Solas with your parents and discuss how your family feels. 
There is no written work.

 Geography
____(20) Day 2 Germany Project
____(15) Read two nights a week.

4 4















The Five Solas
The five solas state that:
1.Christians are saved by grace alone, 
2. Through faith alone, 
3. in Christ alone, 
4. as revealed by Scripture alone, 
5. to the glory of God alone 



Assignment Sheet for Week  14

Day 3
Math
___(5) Reducing Fractions Time Test– Grade the test then make a goal for 5 minutes. Celebrate the 
improvements! 

___(85) Problem Set 113– Complete, Grade and Correct.– Please make sure that the complete heading is 
used.

English
Grammar

___ (5) Sing Jingle 24 and go over reference 174

___ (20) On a paper with your complete heading, write a sentence for each pattern 1-4. Label each sentence

Composition

___ (25) You will edit and revise your body paragraphs.  Remember they need topic sentences, golden 
bricks, and closing sentences that transition well. These will be turned in for a grade.  There should be no 
misspelled words or punctuation errors.
Literature

___(20) Read “Wynken, Blynken and Nod” and complete the activity. 
Spelling, Latin
____(20) Spelling Test List 22.
Science
___(5) Sing your layers of the earth song. 

___(35) This is an optional activity. If done, it will really help your child understand the rock cycle. You may 

also use this time to work on your composition. 

___(20) Complete nature journal.

___(5) Complete Phenology Wheel

History
___(5) Sing History and Geography Songs.

___(5) Recite the information about Martin Luther to your parents.

___(35) Today you may spend this time on your composition.

 Geography
____(20) Day 3 Germany Project
____(15) Read two nights a week.

4 4





Supplies
•White and milk(baking or almond bark are perfect)
Grater or vegetable peeler 
•Cutting board
•Tinfoil
•Baking tray (if using the oven) OR Candle warmer
•Bowl of hot water
•Hot pads

For Rock Erosion:
To start the process, we’ll be grating some chocolate as a makeshift erosion process. The chocolate block moves, so it’s 
called erosion, not weathering.

Use a cheese grater or vegetable peeler to carefully shave your chocolate.
The cheese grater symbolizes erosion and weathering – wind, rain, etc. It is physically eroding the smaller pieces, just 
like weathering forces do to larger bodies of rock to form smaller rocks or even sand. The small pieces of chocolate 
represent sediment.

.Notice the difference between the full blocks and the small shavings. 

For Sedimentary:

• Take some of those small pieces and press them together to form a large clump. You may want to use a spoon, knife 
or a piece of tinfoil to do this as you’ll notice your fingers will start melting the. You are exerting pressure on the 
pieces in order to form a sedimentary layer of those pieces. Observe the newly formed sedimentary rock. What do 
you see? 

For Metamorphic:

• Take a few square pieces of tinfoil and form them into “rock.” You can do this with your fingers or actually wrap the 
tinfoil halfway around to help you form the proper shapes.

.Take some of the remaining and sprinkle them into the tinfoil molds.

.Place the molds on a candle warmer and heat until they are fully melted OR bake in the oven at 200F for about 3 
minutes until melted.
Let them cool and harden (you can quicken up this process in the freezer)
4. Notice the differences between the sedimentary rocks and the metamorphic rocks. What different forces were 
exerted on those rocks to form the different rocks? How are they similar? 
For Igneous Rocks:

Since igneous rocks are made from magma, we want to melt the chocolate first. Adult supervision is recommended for 
this step!!

• In the microwave, heat up a cup of water until almost boiling.

.Wrap a square of chocolate in a piece of aluminum foil. Place the foil packet in the cup of hot water. Let sit until 
melted, about 5 minutes.

.Then carefully remove the foil packet from the water, dry it off and place it in the refrigerator to cool until hardened, 
about 1 hour. Impatient? Pop it in the freezer for about 20 minutes instead.

.https://leftbraincraftbrain.com/how-to-make-a-delicious-rock-cycle-with-chocolate-rocks/

Cooking the Rock Cycle



Answer
Key

For Parent Use Only
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